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You have been

The Fast & Furious films are great fun,
if you don’t take them too seriously that
is. The one true aspect of the story
however are the awesome cars that star in
them, and I reckon Jo Walker’s fantastic
Mk1 would not look out of place alongside
them for a second. 

Purchased in March 2005, the car was

Jo’s second Mk1, she briefly owned a
white one before that ended up being part
exchanged for the orange beast. 

The minute she clapped eyes on the car
her mind was almost instantly made up,
and so a test drive was arranged.
Unfortunately this didn’t back up the
picture Jo had in her head, the clutch was

on its way out, and the new wheels that
were on the car had not balanced at all and
gave an awful wobble at varying speeds.
The exhaust had seen better days and the
stereo was loose as the console and facia
were missing, leaving it rattling around.
The seats were wet, ripped and smelly and
there was moss growing on the T-bar seals.
On the whole then it needed some work,
but as most of use know first impressions
don’t always reflect the potential that can
be hidden in a car.

Time for a mechanical makeover

Once the car was back at its new home Jo
quickly got the dodgy clutch repaired and a
new cambelt fitted for good measure, the
exhaust was sorted out with new
mountings and a custom tailpipe that
helped it sit in a much better position

With these tidy up repairs completed it
was decided that the car was begging for a
bit of restoration action, the Mk1 looked

Awad of notes thuds onto the brightly painted bonnet of a car, quickly followed by
another three all containing a sweet 10k, this is it, the race is on. This time it’s
serious and the stakes are high. With all four cars revving and dumping, nitrous

systems purging and drivers sweating its game on. The flag is dropped and they’re away, 8
smouldering stripes of rubber are all that remain on the tarmac where they once stood. The
quickest cars are now into, hmm 13th or 14th gear and strangely we’ve seen not a single
corner. As Jo’s Orange Mk1 hits 250mph she decides to look up from her laptop (windows
media player just isn’t telling her much about the engines output!) Now focused on the road
her current 1st position is coming under threat from a proton with a K&N and state of the
art valve caps. As the car edges into the lead Jo flicks her Nitrous switch, the sheer force
helps her to jump clean over the proton ahead with only minimal damage to the Mk1 – a
small piece of floorpan in the passenger footwell has dropped out – what is that all about??
The cars scream over the line, most now well into twentieth gear and strangely all very
close together. All that remains is for the Tango Mk1 to claim its owners winnings and
make a sharp exit (oh, and it is now magically repaired – nearly forgot that bit!)
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The flag is
dropped and
they’re away,
8 smouldering
stripes of
rubber are all
that remain
on the tarmac
where they
once stood...

Ta
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ango’d!

The Tango in stealth
mode, prowling the
streets for it’s next
drag strip victim
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good but could easily look awesome.
A full strip down was to follow with
any rust being chopped out of the
shell, new wheel arches and
windscreen top were fitted and the
rear bumper had some previous
accident damage deleted. Jo
definitely wanted to keep the orange
colour paint but decided to tweak the
mixture slightly. The original finish
was a silver flake type which was
looking a bit dated, it was replaced
with a more subtle and classy pearl
effect. Many people think the shade
has been lifted from a current
production car but Jo is quick to
defend the MR2, “The colour is
similar to when I bought it but it is
NOT the Lambo colour and was orange
waaaay before the focus ST.  It’s
deeper than the Lambo shade,
definitely more ‘Tango’”

Tango inside

Next on the rapidly growing “to do”
list was the interior “I had the seats
refurbished and re-covered in orange
and black leather to my own design,
plus the door cards and a few extra
bits” Jo recalls. The head unit then
saw a new mounting cage and custom
water-jet cut facia which looks spot
on. 

The cabin was now in tip top
condition and a really nice place to
be, so the suspension, brakes, wheels
and tyres received some attention.
The car has been lowed 30mm on
Apex springs and Koni dampers, and
the brakes now use Black Diamond
cross drilled & grooved discs that are
clamped by quality EBC Greenstuff
pads. Sadly the new lower ride height
caused the 17inch wheels the car
came with to foul the arches, so the
hunt was now on for a new set of
bodykit friendly wheels. After a long
spell of window shopping a set of
gleaming 16 inch Rota Slipstreams in

gunmetal grey came along, they were
introduced to four Yokohama A539’s
and then to the Mk1. The wheel
arches are now safe and the car
handles much better than it ever did
with the 17’s. 

Not to be left out, the engine received
some well deserved TLC next, a good
clean and a smattering of colour
coded components help lift the bay no
end. Some of the parts were even
washed in Jo’s dishwasher which
worked brilliantly (you read it here
first!) An FSE power boost valve has
been fitted to aid fuelling and a
spanking set of Magnecor leads
supply the spark. For that extra bit of
shove Jo decided to take the plunge
and had a nitrous system fitted, the
bottle has of course been colour
coded orange and now features a
tango label for authentic effect. “I am
waiting to finally get it on the rolling
road to set it up perfectly and see the
output, but with my busy schedule
with the mk1 club I have been finding
free weekends are hard to come by”,
Jo explains.

Those weekends could be easily filled
as the car has a never ending wish
list, future plans for the car include a
twin flame kit and a full on turbo
engine swap. If money was no object
Jo would love to fill the interior with
one off stereo builds and a custom
dash, but for now she has some
orange interior neon’s on order to
match those under the car until that
Lottery wins comes along. 

There we have it then, without
question the brightest car we have
featured so far, it may not be to
everyone’s taste and Jo’s nickname
for the Mk1 made me smile “I call it
the marmite car, you either love it or
hate it! – We love it and I am sure you
do too!
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Thanks go to 
Nos Install:
Streat Racers, Leicester -
http://www.streetracersgd.co.uk/ Tel
0116 269 8885

Body Work and Colour:
The Works, Leicester - Tel  0116 241 0066

Suspension Fitting, Servicing & MOT
Repairs:
Blue Streak Automotive (Independant
Toyota Specialists), Northampton - Tel
01604 759 966

Wheels & Tyres:
Rare Rims - Crediton, Devon -
www.rarerims.co.uk Tel 01363 777 007

1989 MR2 MK1b T-Bar, 76K, approx 125
bhp std at 6600 rpm

Exterior:
Full custom colour re-spray in orange pearl,
rare style-auto full body kit, window tints,
spotlights, micro cruise lights, new wheel
arches all round, custom front grille,
custom rear spoiler with LED brake light,
tinted rear lights, limo-tinted T-bar glass.
Under car LED multi-colour multi-function
lighting. Personal number plate ‘D16 NOS’
(DIG NOS)

Chassis:
Lowered on 30mm Apex springs, koni
adjustable shocks, black diamond drilled
and grooved brake discs, EBC greenstuff
pads front, kevlar fast road pads on rear, 

Engine:
Std twin cam 16V 1600 4AGE engine,
K&N induction air filter, FSE fuel boost
valve, orange vaccuum hoses, magnex
performance ingition leads, Wizards of
NOS nitrous kit with resprayed orange
bottle in rear boot, Dynotune Twin purge
kit - vents thru rear engine lid vents
illuminated with red LED’s, painted cam
covers and accelerator bracket to match
bodywork. Custom stainless exhaust with
twin exit 3” pipes.

Interior:
Custom leather re-trim in orange and
black, custom brushed steel facia plate
with extra switches, Sony xplod cd player,
pioneer 10cm front speakers, infinity 3.5"
rear speakers, JVC active bass tube behind
passenger seat (leaving room to store t-
bar glass), original t-bar covers behind
seats, orange tango doll mascot, ‘Rhons’
custom leather gear gaiter with orange
stitching, orange gear lever, momo corsa
steering wheel, 

The aim was to modify
tastefully so I could do

classic shows as well
as modded jap shows,

plus some cruise stuff.
Got a bit carried away

though!

My mum even buys me
orange things for the
car like drinks cooler

bags and an orange
filofax!

and I don’t go anywhere
without the obligatory

tango doll mascot
inside!
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